Is there an elephant in the room...
Or is your room the elephant?

**VeriShield™ Modular Radiation Shielding**
**Uses Less than Half the Space of Concrete**

A groundbreaking new therapy room radiation shielding system, VeriShield™ makes it easy to say goodbye to the elephantine waste of traditional concrete:

- Uses less than half the floorspace of concrete
- Therapy rooms entirely contained on one floor
- Construction in one-fourth the time
- Dramatic cost savings
- Superior neutron, photon, and particle attenuation
- System is completely modular

The future of radiation shielding is clear. For more information on making VeriShield part of your radiation therapy room construction, call 888-242-6760 or visit VeritasMedicalSolutions.com today.
With concrete, keeping a low profile is impossible.

**VeriShield™ Modular Radiation Shielding Keeps Therapy Rooms on One Floor**

The future of radiation shielding, the VeriShield™ high-density module system makes it easy to say goodbye to the massive wasted space associated with traditional concrete:

- Therapy rooms entirely contained on one floor
- Extreme space savings—uses less than half the floorspace of concrete
- Construction in one-fourth the time of concrete
- Superior neutron, photon, and particle attenuation
- Dramatic cost savings over concrete

Take your therapy rooms down to a new level with VeriShield. Call 888-242-6760 or visit Veritas-MedicalSolutions.com today.

**VeriShield™**
- Fits on a single floor
- Completely modular
- 645 sq. ft.

**Concrete**
- Extends into floor above
- Permanent structure
- 1500 sq. ft.
VeriShield™ Radiation Therapy Room Doors
Redefining Shielded Room Construction

Pre-engineered to save you space, time, and money while eliminating the labyrinth of design issues associated with traditional doorless entry, VeriShield™ Doors are a revolutionary new way to think about therapy room construction:

- **Extreme space savings**—uses less than half the floorspace of doorless entry rooms
- **Opens in 12 seconds**—more than twice as fast as the competition
- **Precision technology**—smoother, safer operation backed by lifetime guarantee
- **Quick, cost-efficient installation**—ideal for both new rooms and renovations
- **Smooth, clean appearance**—enhanced patient comfort
- **Smart Door technology**—advanced touch-screen operation
- **Universal design**—compatible with any shielding method or room type

Traditional doorless entry (top) vs. VeriShield Door direct-entry construction—a space savings of more than 850 sq. ft.!

Available with your choice of door finish, VeriShield Doors can be designed to match any interior design scheme.

For more information on VeriShield Doors, call **888-242-6760** or visit Veritas-MedicalSolutions.com today.
You don’t have time for the sluggish pace of concrete.

**VeriShield™ Modular Proton Shielding Cuts Particle Therapy Room Construction Time in Half**

A revolutionary system of high-density proton-shielding modules, VeriShield™ bids farewell to the lengthy construction times—and massive structure sizes—associated with poured concrete:

- **Advanced robotic installation allows rapid construction—twice as fast as concrete!**
- **100% guaranteed effectiveness in up to two and a half times less space than concrete—greatly reduced wall and ceiling thicknesses**
- **Construction can move forward in any type of weather**
- **Pre-engineering and pre-manufacturing greatly accelerate project time**
- **Substantial cost savings over poured concrete**

The future of particle therapy room construction is here. For more information, call 888-242-6760 or visit Veritas-MedicalSolutions.com today.
VeriShield™ Doors: The Future of Radiation Therapy Room Entry

With 100% guaranteed protection, the fastest open/close in the industry, and a long list of unique benefits, VeriShield Doors are blowing away the competition—and bringing you a whole new way to think about shielded doors.

- Smooth, safe operation backed by a 100% lifetime guarantee
- 12-second open/close—more than twice as fast as competing doors
- Advanced touch-screen operation—control all operation from a single interface
- Quick, cost-efficient installation—ideal for both new rooms and renovations
- Endless selection of contemporary door finishes

The race toward an entry system you can count on is over. To learn more about making VeriShield Doors a part of your facility, call 484-991-8928 today.

With this much protection and speed, you’re bound to look a little different.
VeriShield™ Bi-Parting Door System

With 100% guaranteed radiation protection, today’s fastest open/close speeds, and a unique linear drive, VeriShield Bi-Parting Doors bring you a whole new way to think about radiation therapy room entry.

- Opens in as little as 6 to 8 seconds
- Drive is completely silent and requires no maintenance
- Lifetime warranty
- No battery backup or hand crank required
- Sliding glass safety doors available in variety of finishes and graphics

The race toward an entry system you can count on is over. For more information, call 484-991-8928 today.

With this much protection and speed, you’re bound to look a little different.
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VeriShield™ Doors: The Future of Radiation Therapy Room Entry

With 100% guaranteed protection, the fastest open/close in the industry, and a long list of unique benefits, VeriShield Doors are blowing away the competition—and bringing you a whole new way to think about shielded doors.

• Constructed with high-density VeriShield™ modules, today’s most effective radiation shielding material
• Smooth, safe operation backed by a 100% lifetime guarantee
• 12-second open/close—more than twice as fast as competing doors
• Advanced touch-screen operation—control all operation from a single interface
• Quick, cost-efficient installation—ideal for both new rooms and renovations
• Endless selection of contemporary door finishes

The race toward an entry system you can count on is over. To learn more about making VeriShield Doors a part of your facility, call 484-991-8928 today.
Ancient history belongs in a museum

Not as the entrance to your state-of-the-art Radiotherapy Suite

Let us show you how WE build radiation protective doors.

Veritas Medical Solutions
Veritas-MedicalSolutions.com/Doors.html
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